PADS4 Smart Digital Communication Platform

Today NDS Global is sharing its vision by introducing Smart Digital Building as a second step towards
Smart Cities tomorrow. With many years of experience in the Smart Airport (incl FIDS) and
Transportation the base layer for a Smart City is a given. As of today the PADS4 Platform also caters
for the Smart Digital Building, bringing the city in reach.
What is a Smart Digital Building? In a Smart Digital Building all components for the visual
communication are integrated. Being it Digital Signage, Meeting Room Management, Desk
Management etc. but with the remark that also the buildings sensors and infrastructure is connected
so adequate analysis can be taken in order to optimize! Only then one can talk about A Digital Smart
Building.
With this vision NDS has connected to some of the market leaders in the Building Management, Facility
Management, Security and other suppliers. Companies like Milestone, Honeywell, Siemens, Johnson
Control, Dormakaba, NEDAP and SIAMOS. They have embraced the idea and are now providing data
on access control, temperature, energy usage but also license plate recognition to the PADS4 platform.
The power to support a visitor or an employee in its journey is key!
Book a desk or room from home, Welcome the guest, guide through the building but make it personal.
PADS4 has now the integrated modules for Signage, Workspace, IoT and Wayfinding to create this
experience with you
About NDS Global: With over 25+ years of experience the Dutch company NDS has evolved from one
of the pioneers in digital signage software into a global player of data-driven solutions with brand
presence in 75+ countries. PADS4 (www.pads4.com) is known as a worldwide leading software
offering a global response to dynamic display communication challenges, external or internal
communication and data connectivity for signage..

